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Chicagoland Dealer Garvey’s Office Products
Celebrates 85th Anniversary

85

th

It’s 85 years and counting for Bernie
Garvey and his team at Garvey’s
Office Products in Niles, Illinois, just
outside of Chicago.

Not Just Any Tom,
Dick or Harry …

The dealership was founded in 1926 as
Schiller & Schmidt and took on the
Garvey name when Bernie’s father,
Bernard Garvey, Sr., who had come on board back in the
1950s, bought the company outright in 1968.
In addition to Bernie, who joined the company as a sales
rep in 1979 and who serves as president today, other
family members in the business include brothers Kevin,
Ken and Dan and sister Sheila Gartland.
Since the current generation of the Garvey family took
over in 1993, business has grown at least ten-fold, Bernie
reports. The dealership today operates out of a 90,000
sq. ft. warehouse facility that houses its 70 employees
and a product mix that includes jan-san, coffee and
breakroom products, ad specialties and more.
The dealership also boasts a strong Web presence,
with almost 70% of its supplies business currently
coming in online.

Given all that Office Depot has been through over the
past few years, it’s not hard to feel a twinge of sympathy
for CEO Neil Austrian and the rest of the senior
management team at the Florida-based big box.
Multiple investigations into alleged overcharging and
other pricing irregularities on state and local government contracts, costly
settlements with the Securities and Exchange Commission relative to alleged
attempts to manipulate stock prices, annual sales that went from $15.5 billion
in 2007 to today’s $11.5 billion, a stock price that reached nearly $45 per share
in 2006 and that stands at just over $4 today have hit hard at a company that
was once viewed as one of Wall Street’s high flyers.
But any sympathy quickly evaporates after reading Mr. Austrian’s comments
in a recent interview with the Palm Beach Post. It turns out, he tells, us, that
Office Depot’s problems are due to the overall economy and rampant
competition.

Hats off to another independent who continues to show
there’s plenty of room for well-run, proactive familyowned and operated businesses in the industry today!

“You have every Tom, Dick and Harry that wants to start an office supply
business being able to do it by being able to buy from wholesalers, S.P.
Richards or United Stationers in Chicago so the cost of entry is basically
raising enough seed money to buy search terms … but other than that you
are a virtual company,” Mr. Austrian laments.

Friends Business Source,
Ohio Dealer, Earns Jan-San Sales Award

NOPA president Chris Bates got it just right when he fired off an angry
rebuttal to Mr. Austrian. “Contrary to the impression left by Mr. Austrian’s
statement, in fact most independents are ‘brick and mortar’ companies, with
strong, long-standing roots in their local communities,” he wrote.

Congratulations to Ken Schroeder and his team at
Findlay, Ohio-based Friends Business Source after receiving the “Top Sales in a Non-traditional Sales Channel”
award from the Afflink jan-san dealer buying group.
Friends picked up the award at Afflink’s 2011 National
Meeting last month in Nashville.
Friends first got into the jan-san business in earnest back
in 2004, when it bought a small jan-san distributor in its local
market.
“It took us about two years to figure it all out but our jansan sales have pretty much doubled since then and we’ve
been averaging about 15% annual sales growth in the category for the past few years,” reports Ken.
Ken says Friends plans to continue its healthy jan-san
growth curve going forward. The dealership already has
two jan-san specialist on its team and is looking to add
more in the not too distant future.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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“These small businesses have survived and thrived precisely by having more
experienced, knowledgeable and committed local employees providing
highly differentiated face-to-face and online service to customers every day.
“Through close working relationships with the industry’s leading wholesalers,
buying groups, manufacturers and software providers,” he continued,
“independents have elevated their online sales and service capabilities,
expanded their range of product offerings, improved their efficiency and
thereby increased their share of commercial, government and institutional
delivery markets in the very challenging economic environment everyone
faces today.”
To which we say, right on! Elsewhere in the interview, the Palm Beach Post
reporter asks Mr. Austrian about his first paying job and what he learned from
it. “Caddy at age 11 and what I learned was responsibility,” Mr. Austrian
replied.
Rather than blaming independent dealers and other outside forces for his
company’s current woes, perhaps Mr. Austrian would be better off re-learning
the lesson he found so valuable at the age of 11 and applying it to his current
situation.
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Joplin Area Dealer Four State
Office Products Hard at Work on
Recovery Efforts After Tornado

hurt the town’s spirit. Chris and other
local business owners started working
on recovery the day after the tornado hit
and they haven’t stopped since.

For Chris and Karen Lauridsen, co-owners
of Four State Office Products in Carthage,
Missouri, May 22 was a special day, as their
family and friends celebrated son Scott’s
graduation from Joplin High School.

Joplin is the kind of community where
everyone knows everyone else and disaster has brought people together in a
very special way, Chris reports.

But Carthage is just 15 miles from Joplin,
Missouri, and less than an hour after Scott
and his classmates 3walked across the
stage at a local college to receive their
diplomas, their joy turned to horror, as the
deadliest single tornado in nearly 60 years
of record keeping tore through the area,
bringing death and destruction on an
unimaginable level.
“You can see it on TV but if you weren’t
there, nothing can really convey the extent of what happened,” recalls Chris
one month later. “The tornado killed
some 125 people and took out some
8,000 structures and as many as 9,000
vehicles and in a large part of town, all
that’s left is bare foundation. And we’re
grateful the graduation took place at the
college, since the tornado completely
destroyed Chris’s high school!”
But while the tornado caused massive
physical damage in Joplin, it couldn’t

“We didn’t even think about office supplies the first week after the tornado,” he
recalls. “We just went out and distributed bottled water and first aid kits,
worked on search and rescue efforts
and volunteered at shelters.”
And, Chris adds, he soon learned that
he and the rest of Joplin were not fighting to rebuild on their own. Industry response to the disaster was prompt and
generous, he reports.
From Hewlett-Packard came 30 printers
that Chris and his team handed out to
local businesses at no charge to help
them get back on their feet.
FireKing International and Sentry Safe
both contributed much-needed security
products, while Fellowes sent two skids
of storage boxes.
Pacon and Carson-Dellosa provided
school supplies for the local school district that lost five school buildings and is
currently operating out of former depart-

ment stores and warehouses.
And while Four State is a first-call S.P.
Richards dealer, all that quickly became
irrelevant as both national wholesalers
furnished their own generous support
for recovery efforts.
“I can’t be more proud of the business I’m
in than I am right now,” Chris said. “The industry response has been really amazing.”
He may downplay it but Chris’s own response to the last month or so has also
been pretty amazing. Just three weeks
after the tornado, Four State was hit
again, when a building in Joplin where
Four State leases warehouse space
burned to the ground. But even that
failed to break his spirit.
“We lost a fair amount of product to the
fire, but I’ve still got my main location, my
house and my family,” he says defiantly.
“It’s been a very challenging time but it’s
also taught us a lot and really brought us
together as a community,” he says. “The
recovery effort has become personal for
many of us and we’re going to be better
and stronger when all is said and done.”
Nationwide, support for relief efforts has
been generous but more is still needed.
The Mid-Missouri chapter of the American Red Cross continues to accept donations via its website if you’d like to
make a contribution. Or, you can text
REDCROSS to 90999 to make a $10 donation or call 800-RED-CROSS to make
a credit card donation.

New Home for Missouri Office
Systems and Supplies, Kansas
City Dealer
In Kansas City, Missouri,Virgie Dillard
and her team at Missouri Office Systems
and Supplies are still unpacking the
boxes after leaving the facility they had
called home for the past ten years and
moving to a new location.
The new space, just a seven-minute
drive away, offers some 5,000 sq. ft. of
warehouse storage space, plus offices
that, says Virgie, are a whole lot more
functional that the dealership’s previous
home.
The scene in Joplin, Missouri, after a Force 5 tornado tore a path through the city seven miles long and
half a mile wide. Photo: Steve Zumwalt/FEMA.

The new location is in a HUB zone and
since government sales represent an imCONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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portant part of Virgie’s overall business, that makes the move
even more of a good thing.

like most independents, he’s also a strong believer in community
involvement and giving back to the folks who help pay the rent.

Even as Virgie and her team settle in to their new home, they’re
gearing up for even more of a government sales push with the
imminent arrival of their own GSA contract, she reports.

“When I was younger, downtown Scranton was pretty dilapidated but instead of just complaining about it, the First Friday
program offers an opportunity to do something about it in a
positive way,” says Bernie.

One Point Office Supplies, PA Dealer, Helps Local
Downtown Revitalization Effort

“It took a while initially, but First Friday Scranton has become
a huge success and draws visitors from high school students
to senior citizens throughout Northeastern Pennsylvania,”
Bernie reports.

Scranton, Pennsylvania is hardly the only place in the country
that has seen its downtown suffer as people and business
have moved to the suburbs.
For the past four years, the city has been working to bring
some energy and excitement back to its downtown through
its First Friday Scranton program, an ongoing series of
monthly art walks that are held on the first Friday of every
month, when downtown galleries and businesses stay open
late and showcase local artists, musicians and more.
And playing a key supporting role in the effort are Pat
McMahon and his team at Scranton’s One Point Office Supplies.
First Friday Scranton recently held its annual Art Auction, the
organization’s primary fundraiser, and serving as master of
ceremonies was none other than One Point’s Bernie
Maopolski.

Office Pro’s, Georgia Dealer, Hosts
Special Paper Pro Stapler Promotion
Congratulations
to School Tools
and Office Pro's
sales representative Jessica
Cordova, winner
of top honors in
a special 60-day
promotion co-sponsored by stapler manufacturer Paper Pro
and the Institutional Associates rep group.

Bernie heads up One Point’s promotional products business but
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Headquartered in Gainesville, Georgia, about an hour north of
Atlanta, the dealership operates out of a 45,000 square foot
showroom that houses a mix of office supplies and new and
used office furniture.
Office Pro owner John Jones III and Pete Gebhardt, owner of
Institutional Associates, were both on hand recently to present
Jessica with her award.
Institutional Associates has represented Paper Pro for the past
six years and called on John’s companies since 1975, when
he started his first business in the Florida market.

tional month, day, year format. July 15, for example, becomes
196, July 16 is 197, etc.
While calling on his various DoD accounts, Steve realized they
had no easy way to convert regular calendar days into their
Julian Date format and decided to do something about it.
The result: a patented calendar format, designed specifically
for federal government use, that shows both the regular calendar date and also its Julian Date equivalent.
Steve introduced the new style calendars about 2-1/2 years
ago and, he says, they’ve been hurtling out of the warehouse
ever since.

Office Advantage, San Diego Dealer, Emphasizes
Gov’t Market Expertise with Novel Calendar
Handout

“Throughout my sales career, I’ve always been a big user of
handouts and leave-behinds and for government accounts,
the calendar has been our single best one,” he reports.

When it comes to keeping close to your customers, few folks
do it as well as today’s independents. Case in point: business
partners Steve Jewett and Rod Manson and their team at Office Advantage in San Diego.

Steve estimates the dealership has given out as many as
25,000 calendars since they were first published and, he adds,
they invariably end up replacing competitors’ more conventional wall calendars at their DoD accounts.

San Diego is home to one of the largest Navy bases in the
country and not surprisingly, Dept. of Defense customers account for a significant piece of the pie at the dealership.

“It’s a great marketing piece for us that shows we understand
government buyers and their needs and it makes what had
been a very cumbersome process for our customers a whole
lot easier,” he adds.

One of the quirks about DoD orders, explains Steve, is a requirement that the order date be identified using the
so-called Julian Date, which expresses the number of elapsed
days since the beginning of the year rather than the conven-

Express Yourself!
DURABLE Click Fold Name Badges

These ﬂattering, elegantly curved,
convex-style badge holders open
and snap closed like a clam shell for
easy insertion of a 21⁄4"h x 33⁄4"w insert
or business card. Click Fold is
made of environmentally-safe,
clear polypropylene and comes
in ﬁve attachment styles—slip-on
clip, combi-clip, magnet clip, strap
clip and safety lanyard. Printable,
clean-tear micro-perforated badge insert
packs are also available.
Click Fold badges are a unique, high-quality
identity solution that is wholesale-supported.
We invite you to email us for samples—
customerservice@durableofﬁceproducts.com.
DBL276-2011LN
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Secrets of Success

I Richard

Hurst, president and owner;
Tom Gormley, vice president and
general manager; Hope Hurst Lanham,
director of accounting

I Supplies,

Furniture, Printing, Ad
Specialties

I Founded:
I Sales:

1923

$10.4 million

I Employees:

39

I Partners:

Independent Stationers,
United Stationers

I Online

sales: 62%

I www.hurstgroup.net

The Hurst Group management team: Top row: Bruce Radcliffe, furniture manager; Tom Gormley, VP and general manager; Randy Wheeler, sales manager.
Second row: Fay Seevers, printing and ad specialties manager; Hope Hurst Lanham, accounting and HR director.

Making
it Big in Bluegrass Country
By Jim Rapp
Lexington, Kentucky, is known as the Horse
Capital of the World. It’s bluegrass country,
smack in the center of the state where
bourbon was invented and where the Hurst
family will soon celebrate its 90th year in
business.
The company was founded as a printing
company in 1923 by Ollie Hurst and is now
operated by his son Richard Hurst, with
third-generation member Hope Hurst
Lanham preparing to take over the reins of
a highly successful, growing dealership.
And what a success story it has been! The
company added office supplies to its printing business in the 1940s, then sold their
printing operation in 1978.
In the ‘80s they expanded both their supplies and furniture business, and today they
are a major contract dealer operating as a
HON Showcase dealer and offering a full
range of furniture-related services. Ad specialties came into the mix in the mid ‘90s
and it is now a large and growing part of the
business as well.
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Customers Lead the Way
“What’s made the Hurst Group so successful?” I asked Tom Gormley. “We determined
a long time ago that we’re selling pretty
much the same stuff as anyone else, so we
had to figure out a way to do it better. Our
way of doing that better is to try to customize our services to what our accounts
require—no cookie cutter approach. We
don’t ask them to adjust. We adjust to fit
their needs and wants.
“Most important of all,” Tom adds, “is the
skill and dedication of our people. It’s all
about them. We have a ‘Wall of Fame’ in
our office, where we put all the letters and
emails we receive from our customers. This
tells the whole story. Compliments arrive
every day.”
The company recently received the “HON
Customer Engagement Award,” given to
dealers with the highest percentage of their
customers who have said they are very
likely to recommend this dealer to a friend.

39 employees is 13 years, with the longest
having been there 47 years. “I’ve been here
23 years,” says Tom, “and 13 other people
have been here even longer.”

Staying Involved
Hurst and its people are very involved in
both their community and the industry. Tom
Gormley presently serves on the NOPA
board of governors and on the Independent
Stationers board of directors.
The company supports many local charities, including Cardinal Hill Rehabilitation
Hospital, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Bluegrass Regional Mental Health Board and
Transylvania University.
Last year, the Hurst Group and employees
donated more than $50,000 in cash and
merchandise to local charities.
This is another family business success
story. We’ll check in again with the Hurst
Group in 2023, on their 100th anniversary!

The average length of service among their
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From free online templates to jam-free,
smudge-free printing to our patented
Pop-Up Edge® for faster peeling,
Avery® Easy Peel ® Mailing Labels
get your projects and you out the
door on time every time.

©2011 Avery Dennison Corporation. Avery is a registered trademark of Avery Dennison Corporation.

Little things that work in a big way.™

Insist on Avery. The labels you know and trust.
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Office Depot to Pay Colorado $412,000
Following Investigation into Alleged Overbilling
Office Depot has agreed to pay the state of
Colorado $412,000 in connection with
alleged overbilling on the sale of office
supplies to approximately more than 100
Colorado governmental agencies and nonprofits between January 2006 and March
2009, the Denver Post reported last month.
According to an agreement between the
state of Colorado and Office Depot, the
supplies were sold to the entities under the
auspices of the U.S. Communities purchasing
cooperative.

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

pricing purposes.
Also investigated was whether during the
2006 to March 2009 timeframe, Office
Depot placed certain customers on a
potentially higher-cost price plan either
without the customer's knowledge or without giving the customer complete and
accurate information about the potential
cost differences.

According to the settlement, the Colorado
Attorney General's Office undertook an investigation into several allegations of improper practices relating to the contract.

After the year-long investigation, the state
alleged that during the 2006-2009 timeframe, certain customers were placed on
the higher-cost price plan without their
knowledge or without a complete and
accurate explanation of the price difference
between the two plans.

These included violating the "most favored
customer" pricing obligations, incorrectly or
improperly applying contract discounts and
incorrectly or improperly calculating cost for

Roughly 113 customers paid a total of
$126,294 more than they would have on the
lower-cost plan, the Attorney General's
Office alleged.

Under the agreement, Office Depot will pay
$412,000 to the state of Colorado. Of that,
$189,441 will be made to the customers
who were put on the higher-cost plan. The
remaining $222,561 will be held in trust by
the Attorney General to be used for reimbursement of the state's costs and attorney's fees in investigating the matter.
It will also be used for future consumer education, consumer fraud enforcement and
antitrust enforcement.
The settlement with Colorado is just the latest in a growing list of similar agreements
with states and local governments relative
to alleged pricing irregularities and overcharges by Office Depot. For more information on Office Depot’s state contract
problems, visit the Depot State Contract
Watch section of INDEPENDENT DEALER’s
web site.

Opportunity Front and Center at 2011 ABC Show
There’s never been a time of greater opportunity for independent
dealers than today and market conditions are better than ever for
them and their supplier partners.
That was the message from S.P. Richards chairman and CEO
Wayne Beacham at the wholesaler’s 2011 Advantage Business
Conference in Las Vegas last month, and he backed up that claim
with some hard numbers that drew generous and enthusiastic applause from dealers at the meeting.
Independents now account for 83% of S.P. Richards’ overall business, Beacham reported. He said that while overall year-to-date
sales at SPR are running 5% ahead of last year, the wholesaler’s
independent channel business is up 8%.
Today’s independents may face some significant challenges and
the overall economy is not helping anyone, but in spite of all that,
independents are winning in the marketplace and gaining share,
Beacham contended.
Reflecting the independent resurgence, this year’s ABC Expo was
the largest yet as S.P. Richards hosted record attendance for four
days of education, information and networking.

(left) There’s never been a time of greater opportunity for independent dealers than today, S.P. Richards chairman and CEO Wayne
Beacham told attendees at the wholesaler’s 2011 Advantage Business Conference in Las Vegas last month.
(right) At the ABC, SPR senior VP of marketing Jim O’Brien unveiled
the Your Business Source program, a new initiative designed to raise
independents’ visibility in the marketplace and provide them with a
national presence in the marketplace.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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Highlighting this year’s program was the introduction of Your Business Source, a new
initiative from S.P. Richards designed to
provide a platform to build market awareness and visibility for independents by
combining their strong local presence with
a national brand identity.
Describing today’s independents as the industry’s “best kept secret,” SPR senior VP
of marketing Jim O’Brien said the Your
Business Source program will provide them
with a way to be heard loud and clear in the
marketplace.
The program, with a web site due to launch
in January, will offer a way for the dealer
community to compete against the collective resources and marketing muscle of the
national big box players, O’Brien contended, with an exclusive, independentonly fighting brand (Business Source), an
online dealer locator and more.
In addition to the Your Business Source
launch, the meeting also featured a comprehensive dealer education program, updates on various SPR programs and, for the
second year, a gala dinner, co-hosted by
S.P. Richards and OPI magazine, honoring
the winners of this year’s North American
Office Products Awards. Winners included:
 Core

Office Products: Fiskars Brands
for its Cuts+More Scissors

 Cleaning

and Breakroom: KimberlyClark Professional for the Kleenex
Slimfold Towel System

 Technology

Products: HewlettPackard for the HP Envy eAll-in-One
Printer with HP ePrint

 Furniture:

Mayline Group for the
TransAction Conference Table

 Environmentally-friendly

Product of
the Year: Deflecto for the Environmat
Chairmat

 Product

Innovation of the Year: Newline Products for the IdeaMax R5-600
Interactive Whiteboard

 Earning honors as the Overall Product of

the Year was Hewlett-Packard for its HP
Envy eAll-in-One Printer with HP ePrint

United Stationers Launches
Expanded 2012 Marketing
Program, Earns Honors for 2011
Program
Wholesaler United Stationers last month
announced the launch of its “2012 Marketing Power” program under the theme
“Fiercely Independent,” honoring the spirit
of independent resellers.
The program includes a comprehensive
marketing roadmap outlined in seven howto guidebooks that lead resellers step-bystep from marketing plan conception to
final application.
The 2012 program includes several new features, including an emphasis on social media
that integrates reseller marketing efforts to the
social space via social media tags.
There are also new Smart Maps that grow
total catalog cover selection to more than
1,000 and illustrate how the evolution of
cover themes helps resellers maintain
brand consistency over time.
“We’re passionate in our effort to make it
easier for customers to immediately connect with our resellers’ brands,” said Laura
Gale, vice president, marketing, United Stationers. “The 2012 additions strengthen
Marketing Power’s ability to help resellers
develop a unified brand image across their
mix of integrated marketing vehicles—
including email, web and print, and
effectively compete in a challenging marketplace. The theme, “Fiercely Independent”
reflects that the reseller’s own, individual
brand identity and service promise is their
strongest link to the consumer.”
Separately, United announced that its 2011
Marketing Power program recently earned
a Bronze Tower Award from the Chicago
Business Marketing Association (BMA). The
Tower Awards annually recognize the leading business-to-business marketing communication campaigns in Chicago.

Next year’s meeting will take place July 1115 at the Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center in Washington, DC.

Independent Stationers Reports
Positive Sales Growth
The Independent Stationers dealer group
has announced a 6.4% sales increase in its
regional distribution center program (RDC)
sales increase for the year to date ending
April 2011, compared to the same period in
the previous calendar year.
Non-RDC manufacturer direct buy sales
were up 24.4% and office furniture sales up
64%, the organization said.
Independent Stationers said its members
are also enjoying exponential growth selling
to the federal government through the
group-held FSSI OS2 BPA awarded in June
of 2010, with sales far surpassing the first
generation contract. The contract was
recently extended for another year until
May 31, 2012.
Additionally, the organization said its
members are seeing continued traction in
areas of national accounts including U.S.
Communities and CHAMPS office supply
contracts with customers committing to
these programs daily.
“The addition of over 100 new members in
the last twelve months, the seamless
transition of the group’s RDC concept to
United Stationers’ distribution centers in
the latter part of 2009, the award of FSSI
and U.S. Communities as well as other national accounts, coupled with the sales increases in key areas are indicators of the
continued benefits Independent Stationers
brings to the independent dealer community,” stated Kenny Sayes, Independent
Stationers chairman of the board.
“We are pleased to bring these and other
benefits to our members including the
100% payout of rebates in 2010 and the issuing of an enhanced quarterly rebate payout in the first quarter of 2011,” he added.
“The significant reduction in dealer fees and
elimination of patronage loss in 2010 added
$4 million to dealers’ cash flow,” Sayes
pointed out. “Our progressive group promises even more as it continues to offer more
programs while leveraging its relationships
with manufacturers, wholesalers and other
industry partners.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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Show No Mercy, Slay the Competition with BMI’s OP Revelation™
At BMI, we have always taken care of the underdog, the independent office products dealer. This is why we
developed an e-commerce and back-office solution that arms independent office product dealers with the right
slingshot and ammunition needed to slay Goliath, or as you know them, the Power Channel.

Ready to Conquer The Power Channel?

Contact us today to get an in-depth look at
your battle strategies with BMI OP Revelation™
Call us at (888).580.8382 or visit www.bmiusa.com/conquer.

BMI’s OP Revelation™ E-commerce solution, powered
by Microsoft Technology, levels the online playing ﬁeld,
offering more than just an ordering platform, it also:
•

Drives Higher Margin Sales Through Dealer Preferred
Product Positioning.

•

Delivers Cross-Sell, Up-sell and Accessories Opportunities
Automatically.

•

Wholesaler Independent – Optimized For United and SPR.

•

Choice of Advanced Search Engine and Content.

Business Management International
529 West 42nd Street, Floor 4, Suite L, New York, NY 10036
www.bmiusa.com

Call us at (888).580.8382
www.bmiusa.com/conquer
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Office Partners Raises $35,000 Plus for City of Hope,
Local Children’s Hospital

ates with 180 locations throughout the United States, as well as
Canada, Europe and Australia, the organization said.

The Office Partners dealer group recently raised close to $35,000
for cancer research through its second annual fishing tournament,
held at scenic Dream Lake Lodge in Livingston, Alabama.

BSA Announces 2011 Scholarship Winners

The event raised $27,000 for City of Hope and $7,200 for Fishin 4
a Cure, a program to support cancer research at Children’s
Hospital of Alabama in Birmingham.
“It was a great event with a lot of food eaten and a lot of fish
caught,” reported Office Partners’ Matthew Hebert. “There's no cell
phone reception or Internet service out at the lake, so all you have
is peace and quiet and great conversations.”
Planning is already underway for a second tournament later this
year in October. For more information or to register, contact
Matthew at Office Partners (PH: 205-655-8888; Email:
matthew@officepartners.com).

The Business Solutions Association Educational Foundation has
announced the winners of its 2011 scholarship competition.
The Foundation provides annual financial support to outstanding
students affiliated with the office products industry to assist them
meet the increasing cost of their college education.
“For our 2011 scholarships, we selected well-qualified and talented
winners,” said BSA Educational Foundation president Joe Templet.
“It was a difficult task since BSA received so many applications
that had to be narrowed down to the finalists. I truly wish we could
award everyone a scholarship, but that is just not practical. We sincerely hope that with the financial assistance from BSA, these winners can pursue and achieve their educational goals.”
The 2011 winners are:
 $2,000

Scholarship in honor of Toshiyuki Horie, Pentel of
America, Ltd: Danielle Dobitsch, sponsored by United Supply
Corporation, attending Ithaca College.

 $1,500 Scholarship in honor of David Anderson, Richards Pen

Shop: Gabriel Hernandez, Jr., sponsored by ACCO Brands,
attending Northern Illinois University.
 $1,000

Scholarships: Chelsi Rosa, sponsored by MeadWestvaco, attending either State University of New York at Courtland
or Oneonta; Aphilak Blagg, sponsored by ACCO Brands, attending Mississippi State University; Cristina Murphy, sponsored by United Stationers Supply Company, Inc., attending
Georgia Perimeter College; Justin Bartz, sponsored by MeadWestvaco, attending Lehigh University.

 $500

Hawaii Stationery’s Stacy Sakata was among the industry folks fishing
for a good cause with Office Partners.

AOPD Announces 2012 Annual Meeting Dates and
Venue, Adds Florida Dealer Member
The AOPD national account dealer network has announced the
dates and venue for its 2012 Annual Meeting. Dealer members,
business partners, and guests will be invited to attend the meeting
at the La Quinta Resort & Club in La Quinta, California,
February 20-24 of next year.
“The AOPD Annual Meeting focuses on new products, sales and
marketing programs throughout the business sessions which
makes our meeting truly unique and instrumental to dealers and
business partners alike,” commented Bud Mundt, AOPD’s
executive director. “This year’s Annual Meeting was one of the most
beneficial meetings for all attendees and with all of the new
programs that have been introduced in 2011, we look forward to a
dynamic and interactive 2012 meeting,” he continued.
Separately, AOPD announced the addition of Hialeah, Floridabased Office Express Supplies to its dealer network.

Scholarships: Kala Westbrook, sponsored by S.P.
Richards Company, attending College of Charleston; Eric
Spilling, sponsored by Pilot Corporation of America, attending
either University of Florida or Florida State University.

New CFO, CIO at Red Cheetah
Dealer technology provider Red Cheetah has announced two new
senior appointments to its executive team.
Aldo Waker, a financial management veteran with nearly 30 years of
strategic and financial management experience, has joined the company as chief financial officer.
Waker has spent most of his career in executive management positions at companies such as Wachovia Securities, Grant Thornton,
and Waker Financial Strategies. He has also advised various charitable organizations including the Lance Armstrong Foundation and
Meals on Wheels.
In addition, Brian Ernst, previously systems director, has been promoted to chief information officer at the company.
Ernst has been in the office supplies and technology consumables
industry since 1999 and helped build the Red Cheetah system,
having worked at the company since its inception.

The addition brings AOPD’s membership to 93 dealers and affiliJULY 2011
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ECi Acsellerate
Expands Training Team
Dealer technology provider eCommerce Industries last month announced the addition
of Lauren LaRue to the team at its ECi
Acsellerate unit in
the role of dealer
trainer.
“We are extremely
pleased that Lauren
has joined the team,”
said ECi Acsellerate
president
Steve
Sabatini. “Her knowlLauren LaRue
edge of the office
supply industry and dedication to outstanding customer service will help our customers
fully utilize Acsellerate to uncover more opportunities within their business.”
Lauren’s experience in the office products
industry includes several years at a large independent dealer in Ohio, where she supported the sales team and end users as a
senior sales assistant. During that time, ECi
said, she significantly increased gross prof-

its by utilizing Acsellerate and successfully
assisted in development, training and implementation of a brand new school program. Her track record of superior
customer service, retention and product
category growth will be an asset when supporting dealers in her new training role, the
company added.

JumpTech Releases
Smartphone-Based Mobile
Proof-of-Delivery System

servers or software. The price of JumpPOD
is $75 per truck per month.
“JumpPOD leverages iOS and Android devices to provide drivers a easy way to use
proof-of-delivery app that’s also inexpensive
to deploy,” said John Freund, CEO of
JumpTech. “We put mobile proof-of-delivery
systems within reach for small to mid-size distributors, and the app can also save a boatload for larger dealers and wholesalers.”

Jump Technologies, makers of the JumpTech
barcode-based order and inventory management system, has released what it claims is
the industry’s first mobile device-based electronic signature and route tracking system.
Known as JumpPOD, the system uses
standard smartphones and tablets to provide a way for delivery drivers to collect signatures and for customers to check
delivery statuses.
The system uses cloud-based architecture
which allows for installation within a few
hours and eliminates the need to purchase

HON Introduces Full Lifetime
Warranty on its Products
Starting with all products manufactured
after January 1 of this year, The HON Company is issuing what it described as a “barCONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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our newest ideas in Presentation Products.
You’ll
o be looking go
good with these stylish new additions to our
complete lineup of high quality report covers and two-pocket folders.
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Contact your Ofﬁce Products Dealer for
more information on Smead's complete
line of Presentation Products.
www.smead.com
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raising” Full Lifetime Warranty.
Under the terms of the Full Lifetime Warranty, customers will have
two choices in the event a covered product cannot be repaired.
The owner can either choose to have the product replaced with
something comparable, or they can choose to receive a full—not
prorated—refund of the purchase price.
The Full Lifetime Warranty coverage includes all product lines, materials and components. A handful of exceptions to this are covered
under HON’s 12-Year Warranty; textiles for panel and seating come
with a 5-Year Warranty.

Ghent said it began this evolution late 2010 with the launch of the
Nexus family of collaboration products.
Beyond products, Ghent said it is also evolving its service model,
with a commitment to understand dealer needs and provide unique
tools and support. Ghent also said it remains committed to manufacture products in the United States enabling customization,
small quantities, drop ship and quick ship programs.

“At HON, we are committed to being good listeners and producers,” commented Jerry Dittmer, The HON Company president.
“Through our ‘Voice of the Customer’ process, we spend time listening to the people who make businesses go, observing how they
work, and learning what they need to be successful. The right products don’t wear out, break or malfunction. They just work, and that
makes them easy to stand behind.”

Ghent Announces
New Look and Website
Visual communications products manufacturer Ghent last month
announced a new brand image and website (www.ghent.com) that
it said was designed to represent a new strategy, evolving from
strictly commodity office products and moving into more contemporary, solution-oriented products and services.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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Printer Essentials Names New CEO

ment manager, office products.

Imaging supplies importer and wholesaler
Printers Essentials announced last month
that WooJin Kim has been promoted to serve
as the company’s chief executive officer.

Brice comes to West Point Products with
20 years’ experience in sales in the imaging
industry. He was most recently director of
sales for LibertyLaser.

Kim, who joined the company last January as
its executive vice president, brings to his new
position over 20 years of experience in the
high-tech and imaging supplies industries.

Prior to that, Brice worked in a series of
progressive management positions with a
major remanufacturer serving the office
products channel from 1990 to 2010.

Prior to joining Printer Essentials, Kim
served as the CEO of Hunterhouse Americas, the firm that serves as a business development representative and strategic
advisor to the companies operating under
the Print Rite brand umbrella for the Americas. Mr. Kim also serves as a member of
the board ofdirectors for the International
Imaging Technology Council (I-ITC).

“I am excited about the opportunity to join
West Point Products as Business Development Manager,” said Brice. ““West Point
Products’ reputation in the channel is solid,
and I look forward to building on the company’s current success.” Brice will report to
Jerry Gigliotti, VP Commercial Sales.

West Point Names Billy Brice
Business Development Manager,
Office Products
Imaging suppliers provider West Point Products has announced the addition of Billy Brice
to its sales organization as business develop-
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Vacuum Cleaner Mfr. Dyson in
New Partnership With S.P.
Richards

The Dyson launch took place at last month’s
Advantage Business Conference product exposition in Las Vegas. Dyson products will be
available in Q3 2011 and will be included in
the 2012 S.P. Richards Catalog.

Frey, Gaede Rep Group Plans City
of Hope Golf Outing for August
The Cincinnati-based Frey, Gaede rep
group is gearing up to help generate funds
for the City of Hope cancer research and
treatment center with its 2011 Golf Outing.
Set for August 29 at Plum Creek Country
Club in Carmel, Indiana, the event promised fellowship and fun for golfers and nongolfers alike in support of a worthy cause.
For more information or to register, contact
Frey Gaede by phone at 800.522.2798;
Email: info@freygaede.com

Suction vacuum cleaner manufacturer Dyson
Inc has partnered with wholesaler S.P.
Richards to distribute its products through
SPR’s North American network of office
product resellers and independent dealers.
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make a difference
TODAY!
Since 1983, the office products industry has served as a key
fundraiser for City of Hope, one of the country's leading
research and treatment center for cancer, diabetes and
other life-threatening diseases.
Now, there's a new and innovative way for independent
office products dealers and their business partners to give
their support to the cause through INDEPENDENT
DEALER's logos for Hope campaign.
You can show your support for City of Hope by buying a
logo that will appear on a special logos for Hope page in
INDEPENDENT DEALER.
Each logo is just $250 each with 100% of your contribution
going to the City of Hope.
Diseases like cancer hit all of us, regardless of what kind of
business we run. Your support of logos for Hope will help
bring us all closer to a cure and show that when it comes to
supporting worthy causes, no one does it better than
today's independents!
https://secure3.convio.net/coh/site/Donation2?df_id=2040&2040.donation=form1
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NOPAnews
NOPA Urges President Obama to
Restore Broad Small Business
Access to Federal OP Market
At a press conference last month, President
Obama highlighted his administration’s proposals to encourage greater small business
participation in the nation’s economic
recovery and, in response, NOPA has called
on him to do just that in the federal office
supplies market.
NOPA is urging the President to restore full
competitive access to the federal market
for office products for all small business
GSA Schedule 75 contract holders who
have been denied access due to the 2010
Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI).
This could be accomplished through
issuance and faithful implementation of a
Statement of Administration Policy (SAP)
that this FSSI program is optional, not
mandatory, NOPA said.
The FSSI office products program—
originally presented as an optional procurement program—is now being implemented
by most major federal departments with
top-down guidance to purchase only or
mainly from FSSI-awarded vendors.
This “mandatory” implementation has led
to abrupt and significant losses of small
business jobs related to the federal office
products market, as government business
is channeled to a dramatically smaller number of vendors.
Thus, the current implementation for this
FSSI program is inconsistent with the
President’s stated economic recovery and
small business promotion policies and
should be repealed, NOPA said.
In recent prior fiscal years, more than 500
companies, mostly small businesses, held
GSA contracts to compete to sell office
products to federal agencies.
In stark contrast, under the FSSI program
launched in mid-2010, only 13 small
JULY 2011

business entities and two large national
companies were awarded contracts on a
government-wide basis.
“The Office of Management and Budget
and GSA have promoted government-wide
implementation of FSSI on office products
that effectively limits use of other
procurement programs, including the
regular GSA program,” said Chris Bates,
president of NOPA.
“The net economic impact on our industry’s
small businesses and employees has been
negative and overall competition has been
reduced. It is time for the President to
intervene with a clear Statement of
Administration Policy that FSSI is an
optional program and other vendors may
be used to achieve ‘best value’ on a
competitive basis.”

Cargill, president, Cargill Consulting,
and Paul Barr, principal, Premier Office
Solutions.
 “Nothing Endures But Change—Tools
for Transforming Your Business”—discussion led by Valerie Atkin, president,
Wells Street Consulting
 “Dealer Boot-Camp Program for Hiring
and Training New Sales Talent”—
presented by industry consultants
Debbie Junge and Brenda Brodt,
Junge+Associates.

General Session Programs Feature Manufacturer CEOs, Management and Industry Experts
The conference’s breakfast and lunch programs will feature an exciting line-up of management experts and industry leaders from
the manufacturing and the architectural and design and commercial real estate communities.

NOPA Members Active in
Furniture Market Invited to OFDA
Dealer Strategies Conference

They will share their perspectives on gaining competitive advantage, emerging workspace design trends, the future of industry
distribution and working with commercial
real estate brokers.

A significant number of NOPA members
actively sell office furniture in addition to a
wide variety of office products. NOPA’s sister association—the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA)— is pleased to extend
special ‘early-bird’ registration pricing to
NOPA members who register to attend the
OFDA Dealer Strategies Conference
(September 25-27) in Tucson by July 29.

Monday morning at the conference begins
with a keynote session, “Understand and
Communicate Your True Competitive
Advantage to Transform Your Business,”
presented by Jaynie Smith, CEO, Smart
Advantage, author and competitive
advantage expert, who is rated in the top
10% of all speakers presenting to CEOs
active in Vistage International.

Here’s a quick summary of the exciting line up
of conference workshops, general sessions
and interactive breakout sessions in which
NOPA members can participate by attending
this premier annual dealers’ conference:

Following the luncheon that day, OFDA will
host a panel discussion on “Emerging
Workplace Trends and Major Customer
Needs—The Future is Now!”

Workshop Sessions Kick-off Conference
This year’s Dealer Strategies Conference
kicks off at 1:00 PM on Sunday, September
25, with three concurrent afternoon workshops aimed at dealer principals and sales
and marketing managers. These include:
 “Implementing Closed-Loop Marketing
in Your Dealership”—presented by Gil
INDEPENDENT DEALER

The session will be moderated by Mary Lee
Duff, Assoc. AI, principal, IA Interior
Architects, and feature A&D experts from
government and leading corporations at
the cutting edge of office space planning.
Panelists include:
 Kevin Kelly, senior architect, Center for
Workspace Delivery, General Services
Administration CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
PAGE 19
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Penagos, LEED AP, senior
strategic planner, Intuit
 Garth German, change management
consultant, Expressworks
On Tuesday, September 27, OFDA will
open its program with a general session
panel discussion moderated by Carlene
Wilson, principal, BKM Total Office of
Texas, on “The Future of Office Interiors
Industry: Changes in Customer Expectations and Dealer Roles.”
Our prominent panelists include Jim Keane,
president, Steelcase Group, Steelcase,
Inc., Chuck Saylor, founder and CEO, izzy+;
and Donald Van Winkle, president, Kimball
Furniture Group.
OFDA’s closing luncheon program will
focus on the “Value-Added Role of Dealers
from the Perspective of Commercial Real
Estate Developers and Facility Managers.”
This session will take the form of a panel
discussion moderated by one of OFDA’s
dealer members and featuring Phoenixbased commercial real estate brokers from
CB Richard Ellis, Jones Lang LaSalle and
Cushman Wakefield.

Interact with Dealer Peers in Breakout
Panel Discussions
Dealer- and installer-led panel discussions
and interactive presentations by industry
experts on sales/marketing, operations/technology, strategic planning/leadership, and
organizational development will round out
the program on September 26-27 and
address topics that are of key interest to
industry dealers. Highlights include:

Best Practices: Sales/New Business Development and Marketing
 Customer

Loyalty Management:
Effective Organization-Wide Strategies
 Low-Cost/High-Impact Marketing Using
Social Media and Local Media Outreach
 Producing and Measuring ROI Within
Your Marketing Budget
 The Power Formula for LinkedIn
Success for the Beginner or Skeptic
 LinkedIn for Experienced Users:
Taking Professional Networking to the
Next Level

Best Practices: Operations/Technology
 Collaborative Operations Streamlining

for Dealers and Installers

 Managing

and Installing Interior Wall
Systems: Dealer and Installer Best
Practices
 Leveraging Technology to Transform
Business Processes and Boost Profits
 Benchmarking: Applying 2011 OFDA
Survey Results to Improve Profitability

Best Practices: Strategic Planning/Leadership
 Ensuring

a Smooth Transition in Dealer
Ownership: Manufacturers’ Perspectives
 Panel on Creating a Sustainable
Business Model/Entry into New Lines
of Business
 Roundtable on Entering New Lines of
Business to Create a Sustainable
Business Model

Best Practices: Organizational Development
 Transitioning

Your Business Successfully Between Generations: Views from
the Next Generation’s Principals
 Manage Your Talent—Developing a
Strategic Workforce Plan
For more information on our conference
program, online registration and making
hotel arrangements, please visit:
www.ofdanet.org
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Making
Sense of

MPS

By Scott Cullen
John Givens, founder and chairman of Source Office Products in
Golden, Colorado, might not be providing his customers with
managed print services (MPS) today if he hadn’t already had a
service department in place repairing laser printers.
“That isn’t typical for most office supply companies,” concedes
John. “We were already in the toner, printer and service business
when HP was looking for dealers who could provide the
appropriate level of support, service and sales necessary to run a
managed print services program four years ago.”
But what about an office supply dealership without a service
department?
“It’s a little more difficult for an office supply company that doesn’t
have a service organization, but that’s a hurdle all of us can figure
out,” he maintains.
John embraced MPS because he came early to the realization that
a large piece of his total revenue stream was directly tied to the
supplies his customers’ printers consume.
“We looked at the amount of revenue tied to laser printer supplies,
ink, paper, and some of the other things we were doing and
thought, ‘Would we want that portion of our business to evaporate
by not being involved in this area?’ and the answer was a
resounding ‘No!’ We felt this was more than something we needed
to do in order to thrive. We needed to do it in order to survive.”
Considering predictions from the likes of market research firm
InfoTrends that MPS will reduce the consumption in offices of
marking supplies and paper both by approximately 10% by 2015,
owning this portion of a customer’s business via MPS becomes a
lot more than just a “nice work if we can get it” type of proposition.
Source services HP and Canon printers and recently became a
Canon dealer. How do they compete against office technology
dealerships that might already be providing customers with a wider
range of equipment and printing solutions?
John cites SYNNEX and its managed print services program,
PRINTsolv, a comprehensive program designed to deliver
managed print services to the IT channel, as one of the differentiators.
Source is also an HP OPS (Office Printing Solutions) Elite partner,
which provides access to discounts on HP hardware and HP OEM
supplies along with numerous other perks, and all that, he says,
helps immeasurably in building MPS credibility.
“As an OPS Elite Partner there isn’t a copier equipment company
that can provide the HP and Canon solutions that we’re capable
of providing the way we do it,” he maintains.
In order to earn HP OPS Elite dealer status, John had to have HP
validate that he had the in-house expertise to solve customers’
business problems and provide an array of printing and imaging
solutions to meet their needs.
The SYNNEX PRINTsolv program helps with that from a managed
print perspective and so far John is thrilled with the relationship.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 22
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“The partnering HP is willing to do is
extraordinary,” he says. “They’re looking for
larger office products dealers who are
excited and willing to look at the idea of a
solid managed print services program such
as PRINTsolv and ultimately the possibility
of being an OPS Elite style account.”
John isn’t shy about spreading the word to
other office products dealers.
“My mission is to make sure
that as many office products
dealers as are out there
know about the program—
particularly those that are
north of $20 million in
revenue because they have
the toner base and the
financial resources to partner
with HP,” he says.

“

“I needed to do this so that other guys didn’t
come and take my business,” says Skip.
“You just can’t stick your head in the sand
and say that’s not going to happen to me

that before PrintSmart and MPS, COS
wasn’t selling hardly any printers.
“I didn’t realize how critical having these
printers would be and in the first year alone
I sold over 500 remanufactured HP units,”
he boasts.
Skip has no qualms about competing
against office technology dealers for MPS
business. In fact he feels being an OP
dealer is an advantage.
“We have a much deeper and
more emotional relationship
with our customers,” he
contends. “We have so many
transactions with them that
we’re in their business all the
time. The guys who are selling
machines, through no fault of
their own, put in a big box or
MFP once every three years. Their sales
manager never really manages or touches
those accounts like we do.”

I like targeting those customers
with multiple locations that are not
easily accesible to the IT group.

But he wonders about the smaller dealer’s
ability to offer MPS and the dollars they
would have to invest.
“I certainly wouldn’t write off the smaller
dealer—and depending on the owner or the
management team, there are certainly
opportunities there—but it’s pricey to set
up the program in a way that makes financial sense,” he contends.
After signing on to SP Richards’ PrintSmart
program a year ago, COS Business
Products and Interiors in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, has found they can successfully compete against traditional office
technology companies in the MPS arena.
Owner Skip Ireland’s inspiration to get into
managed print came about two and a half
years ago after realizing his business
needed a jump start and talking to
customers about some of the challenges
they face in their day-to-day business.
“One of the common denominators in
those conversations was the headaches
they all had servicing printers,” Skip recalls.
He did his due diligence, reading the
industry trades and attending conferences
and seminars related to MPS where he was
the only office products dealer in attendance.
Skip soon came to understand he was looking at a trend that was not going away and
that offered value to the customer.
JULY 2011

Like John Givens in Colorado, he worried
about what might happen to his toner and
ink business—one third of total revenues
and growing—if he ignored the warning
signs and didn’t make the transition to MPS.

because it will happen to you,” he warns.
Skip found SP Richards’ PrintSmart
program a perfect fit for his dealership. He
was looking for a partner that would
provide him with a turnkey package, economy of scale, a feature-rich software solution and priority toner pricing on the toner.
At the same time, he was looking for a
reliable source of help with the marketing,
proposals and other components of MPS
that might be cost prohibitive if he
attempted to do them on his own.
“That’s what PrintSmart brings to the table,
but I still get to run my own show and keep
my own profits,” he notes happily.
COS has a separate division, launched in
May 2010, devoted to MPS. To create that
division Skip acquired a small company
that had been servicing his customers’
printers. The previous owner is now COS’s
MPS champion and not only services
printers, but is responsible for selling the
MPS program as well.
“You have to have a champion,” he insists.
“And you need the total buy in of the owner
and you have to have somebody whose
sole responsibility is to move the program
along. If those two elements aren’t in place,
I don’t think it’s going to happen.”
It’s an irony that’s not lost on Skip Ireland
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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COS now services 2,000 devices with
1,700 of those devices under an MPS
contract. Skip’s goal: to raise that 1,700 to
3,000, and he’s got a pretty good idea
about how to reach it.
“I like targeting those customers with
multiple locations that are not easily accessible to the IT group,” says Ireland. “The
sweet spot is 15-150 printers. Those
people don’t normally have an IT staff and
in almost every case they’re looking to have
an outsider to handle the service.”
Reliant Business Products in Houston is
another dealer who is riding the MPS wave.
“I knew it was going to be a big deal going
into the future and we wanted to be at the
beginning of the curve rather than be forced
into it by necessity,” says Wayne
Bartkowiak, executive vice president of
sales and operations.
Wayne discovered Supplies Network’s
CARBON SiX program a couple of years
ago and has found it the ideal turnkey print
management program for his organization.
That doesn’t mean selling MPS is easy.
“It’s a rather challenging opportunity,” he
CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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concedes. “It’s a consultative sell and while I’m not saying our salespeople don’t sell consultatively, the MPS sell is one that needs to be
made at the highest level of an organization versus a purchasing
manager.”
Reliant is using its existing sales force to sell managed print. All were
trained by Wayne under a train the trainer scenario. While getting in
front of the right person—usually a C-level executive—is key, buy in
from sales reps in the field is just as critical.
“It’s similar to furniture,” says Wayne. “You have sales people who are
scared of furniture and it takes a while to develop them so they’re not
afraid of it. We’re still in that phase with print management,
getting sales reps to where they’re comfortable with it and believe in it.”
Like other office products dealers, Reliant must differentiate themselves
from office technology dealers who are also selling managed print.
“The way we do that is through the relationships that we have with
our customers,” states Wayne. “It’s not a program we go out and try
to solicit as a new business model. We try to sell it as an add-on to
existing customers. Since we do a wonderful job with them on the
rest of their business, we use that as the leverage point to talk about
managed print.”

United Stationers’ Perspective
on MPS Best Practices
Earlier this year, at the 2011 Global MPS
Conference, Doug Nash, United Stationers’ vice
president and general manager of technology
solutions and services, offered his perspective
on the ten best practices that drive MPS program
success. They included:
1. The owner/principal of business must believe
in and be dedicated to establishing an MPS
practice.
2. Select a strong partner to help build the MPS
infrastructure.
3. Create an MPS business plan that spells out
the first twelve months, including training, lead
generation activities, sales calls, discoveries
and closed deals.

United Stationers’ HQueue managed print services program was
exactly what Dave Cohen, vice president, sales and marketing for
Specialty Enterprises in Westminster, Colorado, was looking for
when he took the leap into managed print services three years ago.

4. Appoint a dedicated, knowledgeable MPS
sales specialist that can work amongst your
current team. This person’s skill set should
include IT knowledge, consultative selling and
contractual experience.

Customers pay a flat monthly rate based on cost-per-page, per
printer that includes service, toner, parts, maintenance kits, and
monitoring for select HP printers. An annual warranty covers his
customers’ printers and includes parts and labor as well as
next-day service delivery.

5. Learn the art of MPS through training in
consultative selling, MPS solution knowledge
and selling and printer training. Continue training through quarterly events.

Dave gives special kudos to the program for its online software and
web portal.
“It’s better than most and can tell me page counts, and provide reporting,
and exporting, etc.,” he explains. “It’s got all the tools I need.”
Even though the program provides Dave with everything he needs
to sell managed print, he cautions others that it’s still not an easy
sell. “Managed print is not a quick transactional sale,” he warns.

6. Develop a compensation plan that will allow
MPS to grow inside the organization.
7. Use MPS yourself, as you are often the target
market. Your experiences can be used as a
sales tool and it will help you articulate the way
the program works.
8. Develop a targeted list of prospects and send
out a lead generation program.

“You have to do a webinar, do a discovery, see if it’s a fit for the customer, and if you’ve got somebody who has a dozen to hundreds of
devices and they want to manage them through outsourcing, then
it’s a fit.”

9. Continually review and improve through
monthly internal reviews with MPS specialists
and core sales team and quarterly reviews with
MPS customers.

He says one of the advantages of HQueue is that it includes HP
OEM toner.

10. Have patience. MPS contracts require
a comprehensive approach with multiple
decision makers.

“Price-wise it’s very competitive and we can put a lot of people on the
OEM toner and include service for close to what they’re paying for
remanufactured toner,” he reports.
The percentage of Specialty’s revenues attributed to MPS is around
20% today and Dave would like to see that grow to 50-75%. What’s
it going to take to make that happen?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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The 2011 Global MPS Conference was hosted by
the Photizo Group, one of the leading research
organizations covering the managed print
services market. For more information, visit
www.photizogroup.com.
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Get everything you need to assess, analyze, propose,
monitor and market your MPS Strategy. Developed on the
.NET Framework, this complete package includes all of the
FMAudit modules, partner interfaces and MPS best practices.
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entral Server
Server
Central Ser ver is the hear t of the FMAudit sof tware solution. Central Ser ver
is the data repositor y for the wealth of device data collected by FMAudit.
You can leverage the information to empower your staff to develop and act
on your strategic business oppor tunities in both new and existing accounts.
The ser ver can be installed at your company or hosted by FMAudit or an
FMAudit par tner.

Capture
Capture Technologies
Technologies
FMAudit offers the most ex tensive data collection sof tware tools available in
the industr y today. USB Viewer for quick snapshot assessment, WebAudit for
browser/e -mail enabled quick assessment, Onsite for ongoing assessment,
device meter/supply/ser vice monitoring and device optimization and Local
Agent to collect non-networked device data. FMAudit provides a secure,
comprehensive approach to address the needs of your diverse client base.

TCO R
eporting/Green R
eporting/
TCO
Reporting/Green
Reporting/
Customized Reports
Reports
Customized
FMAudit provides repor ting features to help you understand and present
your solutions and recommendations. FMAudit includes TCO repor ting to
determine and validate current cost of ownership, “Green” repor ting to
analyze environmental efficiencies and customized repor ting to uniquely
present data for new account proposals, current account reviews and
proactive fleet device management and optimization.

Complete software for remote meter reading
and managed print services automation
Flexible capture options
TCO Reporting to determine operational costs
Adaptive Service Management
to filter service alerts
Bi-directional ERP
P/CRM synchronization
simplifies contract administration
Green Reporting for “eco-friendly”
optimization

Adaptive
Adaptive Supply
Supply & Service
Service Management
Management

Web based assessments

FMAudit includes automation to interpret and filter aler ts into process
work flows. You can set parameters and triggers to handle the specific needs
and expectations of your clients MPS agreement. The abilit y to automate
supply and ser vice fulfillment and the flow of information is a primar y
differentiator in the deliver y of a profitable MPS strategy.

Remote Onsite install and update
Supply level alerts and workflows

Bi-Directional
ERP
Sync
Bi-Directional E
RP S
ync
FMAudit provides bi- directional ERP systems data integration to enable
complete automation of meter collection and accurate billing. Your ERP
account data and device information can be pulled seamlessly into FMAudit
Central providing ongoing data exchange and updates.
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“More calls and working on it,” he says
bluntly. “I’m the MPS specialist and you really
have to know what you’re doing, especially
when you’re dealing with a CFO and an IT
manager.
“As the economy has struggled and companies are looking to
reduce costs and save
jobs, printing costs are on
the top of the list so it’s
easy to strike up that
conversation,” says Dave.

“

Not all customers are a
good fit for managed
print, and Dave points to
prospects with 25-100
devices per location as
the best targets.

One reason is to ensure the supplies rep’s
long-term survival, but it also made senses

long-term agreement as well.”
Eakes didn’t just come up with this concept
overnight. Paul spoke with a lot of other
dealers about how they were doing it,
attended conferences and trade shows
where MPS was the hot topic, and read
about MPS in industry
publications.
Eakes is also an HP OPS
Elite dealer, which has
helped with pricing and
product acquisition. “We
also had a ton of that
background being a copier
dealer for several decades
and to put printers and
copiers together is no big
deal,” says Paul. “If you’re
doing a copier per click agreement you’ve
already got the infrastructure in place to do
an MPS agreement.”

It takes 30 days to do the discoveries,
then there are presentations, reports
going back and forth, and by the time
decisions are made it’s a 90-day
cycle.

But the sell doesn’t happen overnight and
MPS also requires patience.
“It takes 30 days to do the discoveries, then
there are presentations, reports going back
and forth, and by the time decisions are
made it’s a 90-day cycle,” he states.
Eakes Office Plus in Grand Island,
Nebraska, sells office supplies, contract
furniture, and equipment. Although the third
of their business devoted to office technology gives them an advantage over dealers
who just sell office supplies, Eakes has
found a way to include their supplies reps
in the MPS sales equation.
It’s a good thing too, since Paul McKinney,
operations manager and co-owner of
Eakes, views the transition to MPS as a
do-or-die scenario.
“MPS is something that’s not only
important to us but vital to our long-term
success in supplies and in the copier
arena,” he affirms.
Eakes began doing cost-per-copy (CPC)
contracts on copiers and printers nine years
ago, visiting customers and doing assessments of their equipment fleets to ensure the
fleet was sized properly. At the same time,
they offered customers the option of
wrapping all of their equipment, service, and
supplies under a CPC agreement.
That’s not all that unusual for an office technology provider, but the difference between
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how Eakes does it compared to the
average office technology dealership, is
that Eakes’ supplies reps are involved in the
MPS sale.

”

because it’s still a relationship business and
supplies reps touch more customers on a
daily basis than hardware sales reps.
Commission programs incent supplies reps
to work with copier salespeople to migrate
customers to managed print programs. The
biggest challenge, says Paul, is getting the
two reps to work effectively together.
For a period of time Eakes had two sales
forces in the same company competing
with each other for toner business. “That
was painful,” concedes Paul. “I wouldn’t
say it’s perfect today, but we chose a
strategic direction because the business is
shifting from transactional supplies sales to
contractual MPS sales.”
Customers who buy a remanufactured or
compatible HP toner cartridge from Eakes
receive free service labor.
“That’s pretty common and a lot of supplies
dealerships have taken that approach and
hired a service tech or two,” he reports.
Eakes’ supplies reps were told that the
company is transitioning into these
programs to protect the company.
“At the same time we paid them a variable
[rate] to migrate to a per-click agreement,”
he notes. “We pay them four years of what
they were making on the total gross profit.
It’s a win for them as it locks them into a
long-term [agreement] and it’s a win for us
because we’ve locked that customer into a
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Data collection technology is also an
essential component of MPS and Eakes
uses FMAudit for meter reads, service
notifications, and advanced toner shipping—all of which are essential for anyone
doing MPS in a per-click environment.
Eakes has found this technology to be a
useful marketing tool as well. “One of the
first things we do is load FMAudit to see how
many copiers and printers the customer has
and their volumes,” says Paul. “It’s critical
for us to gather that information.”
Blending his office supplies reps with his
hardware sales reps seems to be working
and you can’t argue with success. MPS
currently represents about 40% of Eakes’
total revenues and Paul expects to see that
grow to 45-50%. “We are absolutely
winning new business because of MPS,” he
reports happily.
Scott Cullen has been covering the office
products, office furniture, and office
technology industries since 1986 and now
writes frequently on managed print
services.
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By Mandy Pusatera
Facebook is the Number One social network globally and is
expected to reach 700 million active users early this month.
With half of those active users logging in on any given day and over
700 billion minutes spent on Facebook every month, independent
dealers can no longer afford to wait to create a Facebook Business
Page.
To begin, you’ll need to determine what you hope to accomplish. Do
you want to generate leads? Increase traffic to your website? Once
you know what your goals are, you can bring your plan into action.

We know what our goals are, but we
still don’t know what to do
 Generate

Leads: If your aim is to develop new leads,
consider joining local Facebook Groups or creating a few yourself.
There are groups for a variety of topics including price comparisons, quality customer service, business leaders and even
possibly your local Chamber of Commerce.
See what others are talking about and join the conversation.
You wouldn’t walk up to a person at a networking event, hand
them your card, say “buy from me” and walk away.

Is there anything we shouldn’t do on
Facebook?


Posting Frequency: Maintaining a constant
presence is a big reason to join Facebook, so you should try to
post something at least every business day.
If you can only manage a few a week, that is fine; you just want
to appear active and available to your users.
You do need to be careful about multiple postings in a single
day, however. Two is probably acceptable, but five is not. If too
frequent, your users may hide your posts so they don’t appear
in their News Feed or “unlike” your company altogether.



Photos, News Stories, Etc.: Feel free to post
photos of your staff at company functions, just be sure not to
include the one of your co-worker after he’s had a few too
many. You don’t want your brand to come undone from a single
snapshot.
Also, be very leery of posting anything political or any polarizing
news topic. You don’t want to turn off current or potential customers simply because they do not share your same viewpoint.
Chances are someone could get offended, so leave it off your page.

You would first listen, learn and converse. Once the relationship
was established, you would then build on it and express your
interest in assisting that person or company with their future
needs. The same theory applies to Facebook interactions.





Position your company as an industry expert, not just a digital
salesperson. Also, consider instituting a weekly contest such
as trivia quizzes to keep your users tuned in to your posts. What
customer doesn’t love a discount or a freebie?

Increase Your Website Traffic: Increased
traffic to your website can mean an increase in sales.
To increase your traffic, continue to be active in Facebook
Groups, but also consider creating a custom “welcome page”
that will not only direct visitors to click the “like” button for your
Facebook Page but also take them directly to your website.
Creating targeted Facebook Ads can also send users straight
to your website and are as affordable as you want them to be.
Since you can start out small, there is no harm in trying a new
method of advertising. It doesn’t get much cheaper than this!
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Don’t Just Sell: While it is perfectly acceptable to
promote products and services, you don’t want to do it all the time.
Consider centering a product on a particular event such as a
holiday or use the product to illustrate how to solve a common
problem.

For a detailed PowerPoint on how to create and customize a
Facebook Business Page, email me! I am happy to forward it along
to members of our independent dealer community.
Mandy Pusatera is director of the Heads Up social media initiative for
the Highlands Group. Sign Up for Heads Up E-Newsletters!
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Is the Customer Really
By Bill Leinweber

always Right?

It is Harry Gordon Selfridge, founder of the
Selfridge’s department store in London,
who is generally credited with first coining
the phrase, “The Customer is Always Right.”
Selfridge worked for the predecessor of the
Marshall Field organization during the
1800s and is also credited with several
other great management and customer
service quotes and also being the first to
promote Christmas sales with the phrase
"Only __ Shopping Days Until Christmas."
Like Mr. Selfridge, you too may have a
placard posted in your business proclaiming, “The Customer Is Always Right!” But
do you really believe it? No, I mean do you
REALLY believe the customer is always
right? More important, do your employees
believe it?
Harry didn’t care for the way other London
department stores of the time were treating
their customers and I think his intent was to
position his employees and business in such
a way that the customer is thought of first.
But whether you’re doing business in a
19th century department store in England
or a 21st century office products business
in the United States, the same truth applies:
if your employees just consider the words
lip service, then what’s the point?
There are several problems with the
assertion that the customer is always right.


If by right, we mean correct or
accurate, that is certainly not true.
Customers make mistakes, misstate
the facts, don’t know the facts, get
upset and act unreasonably
 Most businesses don’t really operate in the “whatever the customer
says or does or asks is okay so just
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go with it” mode. If you did, then
why do you need that three-page
Terms and Conditions section in the
back of your catalog? If the
customer is always right, then whatever they want, you do, right?
 The declaration that someone is
“right” implies that someone else is
“wrong” and that sounds very
win/lose to me.
. The biggest problem? I guarantee
your employees don’t really believe it.
I had a heck of a time convincing my
customer service teams to accept The
Customer Is Always Right. I would always
hear a “but” from one of our customer
service representatives:


“But that’s not what really
happened.”
 “But they gave us the wrong item
number.”
 “But the driver got there at fourthirty and they were closed.”
It’s natural to feel defensive when you’re
sure you’re “not wrong.” In between a right
and a wrong there is always a “but.”
So what is the quickest way to get your
teams past the “Who’s right and who’s
wrong?” trap and on to solving the customer’s problem as quickly as possible? I
say, just add three more words: The Customer Is Always Right About Their Issue
The customer’s perception (right or wrong,
accurate or not) is their reality and by
focusing on the issue and what’s important
to them, your team members can move
more quickly to identifying and resolving it.
What’s the issue?
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 The customer received the incorrect

item.
customer’s order was not received when expected.
 An item in the customer’s order was
damaged.
Shift the focus to the issue. The Customer
Is Always Right About Their Issue is a
phrase that, I, as an employee can actually
believe. And one of my roles is to resolve
issues so let’s first understand the issue
then, resolve it. This way, no one is spending much time trying to justify who is right
and who is wrong and the energy shifts to
resolving the customer’s problem.
 The

Do some customers try to take advantage of
businesses? Sure, but I think they’re a very
small minority. Most customers just want to
be heard and have their issue resolved. I read
a blog recently proclaiming, “When the customer ISN’T right!” I thought to myself, do
you really want to send your employees
down that decision-making process during
each interaction? I think not.
Teach your teams that The Customer is Always Right About Their Issue and watch
the energy shift to faster issue resolution.
Bill Leinweber is chief experience officer
and owner of Landmark Experience LLC, a
consulting practice where he helps
business owners see their business from
the customer’s perspective and create
experiences that customers and employees
rave about. Bill’s own experience spans
operations and customer care leadership in
retail, the independent dealer and the
power channel. For more information, visit
www.LandmarkExperience.com.
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Why
Scripted Selling Fails
By Troy Harrison

A while back, I had an opportunity to sit in with some salespeople who were making tele-prospecting calls.
The call process was one that the client had read about from
another sales trainer and it went like this: The salesperson
would call and say something like, “Mr. Customer, if I could
show you a way to radically reduce your costs in X department with no additional net costs to you, would this be something you would beinterested in?” (NOTE – that’s not an exact
quote, but a rough approximation.)
The idea was that the customer would say, “Well, of course –
tell me more!” Or, they might say, “What are you referring to?”
Unfortunately, most of the time the customer simply said,
“Nope, not interested” and hung up. Very few appointments
were set that day.
So what went wrong? Simple: The salespeople were working from a script that depended not only on the salesperson knowing their lines, but the customer also had to know
his or her lines. Customers usually don’t, so they react like
ordinary human beings instead of actors in a play.
And the reason that this particular script was failing so
often was that thecustomer wasn’t given any context by
the salesperson, just a claim that sounded wild on the surface.
Isn’t it funny how often people react like people, given the
chance?
Successful selling understands that we are dealing with people. While people canbehave in patterns that are somewhat
predictable, with human beings we always have that “X” factor. That means sales-people should be prepared for a conversation that goes anywhere. The salespeople in my previous
example weren’t prepared for the reactions they got and therefore they were unsuccessful.
Many years ago, in my first sales job at a Ford dealership
in Topeka, we used to joke about having a “Sales Robot”
that would take our place.
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Since we were trained for predictable sets of statements,
responses andconversations, we figured that you could
program that into a robot.
Picture a customer seeing a screen that says, “Please state
your objection.” The customer pushes a button that says,
“My trade in is worth more than what you’re offering.” The
robot says, “I can appreciate that,” (probably in a voice like
C3PO from ‘Star Wars’) and then launches into a long
statement about the relative ‘worth’ of used cars. It was
hilarious, especially when our sales manager got involved.
In real life, though, it’s not as funny.
Too many sales training programs (or company cultures)
attempt to script out an entire sales call and assume that a
buyer will respond and react exactlyaccording to plan. And
often they don’t.
Have you ever had one of those sales conversations that
felt like Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride? Yep, me too. And only a
skilled salesperson can keep one of those on track and
move it towards a positive (selling) result.
Ultimately, the reason managers and trainers attempt to
script out sales calls is that they assume their salespeople
are dumb (whether they realize it or not).
It’s easier to teach someone their lines than to give them
the knowledge andinsight they need to be able to think on
their feet, read the customer and react appropriately.
But guess what? Scripted salespeople never make it into that
level of selling that we call the “star” or “superstar” level.
It’s more work, definitely, to move salespeople toward the
“smart” level of selling than it is to keep them “dumb.” But
the rewards make it worth the effort.
Troy Harrison is a sales consultant, trainer, and the author of “Sell
Like You Mean It!” Learn more and subscribe to his weekly E-Zine,
the HotSheet, at www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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So You Want to

GR
By Tom Buxton

OW

Your Business in 2011?
Always be interviewing. If you

Last month, we discussed how vital great
sales reps are to any business enterprise.
They can be weird and difficult to manage
but if you want to grow your business,
retaining great reps is a non-negotiable.
So, what should you do if you need more
business and your best reps are already
overloaded? Let me give you a few ideas
that might help you in this endeavor.

Hire an assistant for your
current reps. I can already hear some
of you say, “Tom, are you really suggesting
I spend more on the people who already
cost me the most in my organization?”
Yup! The best method I have ever used to
increase sales and promote company
profitability involved relieving my best reps
of some of the research and bidding tasks
they face and freeing them up to spend
more time in front of customers.
In today’s Internet age, it should not be hard
to find someone suitable for this role from
among your existing staff.
Why don’t you evaluate
your customer service
people and as more of
your order activity comes
through the Internet, train
one of them to assist
one or more of your
reps.
By the way,
your Internet
orders should
be
tracking
above 40% right
now just to keep up
with other independents.
Give your sales reps some
“skin in the game” by charging something for the service if
it is successful for them and your
company after the first six months.
Not all of them will opt in, but in my
experience the very best reps have no
problem paying for a program like this that
can help them make a lot more money.

need new reps, you can’t allow yourself to
become so busy that you don’t have time
to interview folks regularly.
Run ads consistently on inexpensive sites
like Craigslist and make a point to meet
with at least one candidate a week.
Don’t jump at the first person that seems to
meet your qualifications and if you become
excited about any candidate, arrange a
personality/culture test for them before any
sort of offer is made.
Too often as employers, we forget that if
someone needs a job, they will do their
best to stretch their qualifications and
abilities during the interviewing process.
We set them and our companies up for failure if we don’t investigate and test their
skills—especially relative to cold calling!

How do
rejection?

they

handle

The biggest difference
between a sales person and an order
taker or customer service person is how
they handle rejection.
We must do everything possible to discover
if their prior employment involved finding
new business or farming old business. Our
industry already has way too many reps
that have been given every piece of
business they ever had.
No one looking for a job will admit to a fear of
rejection, but in my opinion, it is the
single most powerful reason that new reps fail.
In most cases, you as the owner or sales
manager are responsible for this phenomenon, especially if you don’t make the effort to
determine what type of person you are hiring.
The assumption that almost anyone can
CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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GROW
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make a good rep leads into another error
owners/managers seem prone to make. A
thorough training process must be part of
the plan when hiring a new rep.

This person could be a consultant or someone on the management or sales team, but
they must constantly seek to encourage
and assist the rep.

“Ridealongs,” Measurement
and Consultation. Most dealers in

Good reps care about two things: money
and recognition. Let’s not forget the second
of these needs.

our business train their reps by having them
spend some time with customer service,
drivers and possibly other sales folks.
These activities are very beneficial, but
training must go farther.

Measurement is also necessary for a rep to
be successful over the long term. Good
reps are competitive, so find a way to get
their competitive juices flowing both short
and long-term.

Someone must introduce the rep to cold calling and the concept of overall account management, but too often no one in
management has experience in those areas.

Do they know when they are successful? Is
there a set of activities that will give them a
better chance at success?

Consequently, once the training period is
complete the rep is “pushed out of the
nest” to live or die on her own. Is it any
wonder so many fail?
In order to hire and retain a successful rep,
someone on the management team must
either ride with them on a regular basis or
find a way to encourage the rep through a
long-term mentor.
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Be sure to discuss goals and accountability
regularly so that no one misunderstands
what winning looks like.
Above all, understand that a new rep will
take more time and effort to manage than
other folks within your organization during
the first six months of employment.
Don’t set your expectations too high and
lose all the investment you have made by
firing them when they are actually growing
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the business.
There may be some
great reps out there
who were born that
way, but most
are a work in
progress. Don’t
keep looking
for that perfect
rep that might
not exist when,
with the right training, encouragement,
and
measurement,
many folks have the potential to become a great rep.
Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the
InterBizGroup consulting organization,
works with independent office products
dealers to help increase sales and
profitability. For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.
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